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Downlink Precoding with Mixed Statistical and
Imperfect Instantaneous CSI for Massive
MIMO Systems
Shuang Qiu, Da Chen, Daiming Qu, Kai Luo, and Tao Jiang
Abstract—In this paper, the feasibility of a new downlink
transmission mode in massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
systems is investigated with two types of users, i.e., the users with
only statistical channel state information (CSI) and the users with
imperfect instantaneous CSI. The problem of downlink precoding
design with mixed utilization of statistical and imperfect instanta-
neous CSI is addressed. We first theoretically analyze the impact
of the mutual interference between the two types of users on
their achievable rate. Then, considering the mutual interference
suppression, we propose an extended zero-forcing (eZF) and
an extended maximum ratio transmission (eMRT) precoding
methods to minimize the total transmit power of base station
and to maximize the received signal power of users, respectively.
Thanks to the exploitation of statistical CSI, pilot-based channel
estimation is avoided enabling more active users, higher system
sum rate and shorter transmission delay. Finally, simulations are
performed to validate the accuracy of the theoretical analysis
and the advantages of the proposed precoding methods.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, downlink precoding, statistical
CSI, imperfect instantaneous CSI, mutual interference
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO) has
attracted much attention, where a base station (BS) is equipped
with hundreds of antennas and simultaneously serves tens of
users in the same time-frequency resource. Massive MIMO is
a key enabler for the next generation communications due to
its high energy efficiency and spectral efficiency [1–3].
However, the performance of massive MIMO systems
highly depends on the accuracy of estimated instantaneous
channel state information (CSI) and precoding methods [4–
7]. Most of the existing precoding methods are based on
accurate instantaneous CSI estimation, such as the classic zero-
forcing (ZF) and maximum ratio transmission (MRT) methods.
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Unfortunately, it is a big challenge to acquire accurate instan-
taneous CSI in both frequency division duplexing (FDD) and
time division duplexing (TDD) massive MIMO systems. In
FDD mode, the overheads for both downlink pilot sequences
and uplink channel feedback occupy lots of time-frequency
resources [8–10] due to the large number of BS antennas,
which makes FDD mode only support low-mobility and low-
frequency scenarios [11]. On the other hand, TDD mode
is taken as an enabler for massive MIMO systems since
downlink instantaneous CSI is obtained by estimating uplink
CSI based on channel reciprocity [12]. However, the downlink
instantaneous CSI is not always accurate in practice due to
calibration error in baseband-to-radio frequency chains [13].
In contrast, statistical CSI such as channel covariance matrix
is rather static and stable over fairly a long time, depending
mainly on antenna parameters and surrounding environment.
The authors in [14] verified the long-term stability of statistical
CSI by measurements and the authors in [15] stated that
stable channel statistics could be easily obtained by long-
term feedback or averaging over channel samples. Therefore,
statistical CSI is often assumed to be perfectly known by
BSs at a much slower timescale with little or no feedback
overhead [16, 17]. Due to the advantages of statistical CSI,
it has drawn considerable interest and been widely used in
massive MIMO systems. In [18–20], the authors proposed
novel two-timescale hybrid analog/digital precoding schemes
to reduce the number of required radio-frequency chains,
where the analog precoder is only adaptive to statistical CSI.
By exploiting statistical CSI, such precoding schemes reduce
channel estimation overhead and are robust to estimation la-
tency. Moreover, two-stage precoding methods were proposed
in FDD massive MIMO systems to reduce downlink pilot and
uplink feedback overheads, in which statistical CSI is utilized
for user grouping and inter-group interference reduction [4,
21]. Furthermore, statistical CSI is also adopted in hierarchical
precoding structure to reduce inter-cell interference [22–24].
It is seen that statistical CSI is taken as auxiliary in-
formation in most of the existing precoding schemes and
effective instantaneous CSI of users is still required. However,
instantaneous CSI of users might be unavailable at BSs, such
as the users who have not been assigned pilots due to the
deficiency of orthogonal pilot sequences and the currently
inactive users who have not been contacting with BSs for a
while. In this case, the BSs cannot exploit any array gains
due to the absence of instantaneous CSI [11]. Therefore, it is
important to study how the BSs should act to contact with
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the users without instantaneous CSI. Fortunately, statistical
CSI can be easily obtained at BSs and be stable for a
long time. Thus, downlink transmission with only statistical
CSI is a reasonable choice. Nevertheless, downlink precoding
methods with only statistical CSI are rarely studied. The
optimal precoding scheme for single-user MIMO systems was
studied in [25, 26]. Due to inter-user interference, researches
on multiuser cases mainly focus on Rician fading channel
in millimeter wave systems [27] and a simplified case with
two single-antenna users and two antennas at BSs [28, 29].
Moreover, the precoding methods in the two-user case require
special orthogonality on the channel covariance matrices of
users, which are difficult to be implemented in massive MIMO
systems with tens of users. Recently, the authors in [30] pro-
posed a statistical beamforming scheme with only statistical
CSI based on the metric of signal-to-leakage-and-noise ratio
maximization, which is applicable to massive MIMO systems.
In this paper, to exploit the benefits of precoding with
only statistical CSI and guarantee system performance, we
consider a new downlink transmission mode where the BS
simultaneously serves two types of users. The first type is
named as type-S users who have not sent uplink pilots, such
as the currently inactive users. The BS executes precoding
only based on their statistical CSI. The rest of users are
named as type-C users and the BS obtains their imperfect
instantaneous CSI by uplink pilot-aided channel estimation.
Then, we investigate the feasibility of downlink transmission
with mixed utilization of type-S users’ statistical CSI and type-
C users’ instantaneous CSI.
More specifically, our contributions are the following:
Firstly, a heuristic statistical beamforming method (SBM) is
presented without considering mutual interference suppres-
sion between type-S and type-C users. Then, the downlink
achievable rate for each user is analyzed and approximate
closed-form expression is derived. It is revealed that the
mutual interference seriously impacts the performance of
users. Hence, we propose two novel interference-suppressed
precoding methods, i.e., the extended zero-forcing (eZF) and
the extended maximum ratio transmission (eMRT) methods to
minimize the total transmit power of BSs and to maximize
the received signal power of users, respectively. The proposed
methods significantly suppress the mutual interference and
improve the achievable rate of users. Moreover, the sum rate
and sum spectral efficiency of massive MIMO systems are also
improved compared to the systems with conventional precod-
ing methods. Thanks to the use of statistical CSI, pilot-based
channel estimation of type-S users is avoided making pilot
overhead saved. Then, the number of simultaneously served
users is increased. Simultaneously, the BS provides prompt
and low-latency downlink transmission for users. Finally, the
accuracy of theoretical analysis and the advantages of the
proposed methods are validated by simulation results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the system and channel models are described. In Section III,
the heuristic SBM precoding method is presented and the
impact of mutual interference among users is analyzed. In
Section IV and V, the eZF and eMRT precoding methods are
proposed, respectively. The simulation results are presented in
Section VI. Conclusions are summarized in Section VII.
Notations: Boldface lowercase (uppercase) letters denote
column vectors (matrices). For matrix A, notations A∗, AT ,
AH , Tr {A}, ‖A‖F and ‖A‖ indicate its conjugate, transpose,
conjugate transpose, trace, Frobenius norm and 2-norm, re-
spectively. The maximum eigenvalue is denoted by λmax (A)
and the corresponding eigenvector is umax (A). The pseudo
inverse is A† = A
(
AHA
)−1
. The notation Cm×n represents
a set of m×n matrices with complex entries and , is used to
denote a definition. We use In to denote an n×n identity ma-
trix. The notation z ∼ CN (0,Σ) means z is a complex Gaus-
sian random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix Σ.
The expectation, variance and covariance operations of random
variables are given as E {x}, Var (x) = E
{
|x− E {x}|2
}
and Cov (x, y) = E {xy} − E {x}E {y}, respectively.
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL
This section describes the downlink transmission and chan-
nel models for the massive MIMO systems with the coexis-
tence of type-C and type-S users. In addition, the acquisition
of statistical CSI of type-S users is discussed.
A. Transmission Model
As shown in Fig. 1, a BS with M antennas simultaneously
serves K type-C users and N type-S users in the downlink
of a wideband massive MIMO system1, where each user is
equipped with a single antenna and M ≫ (K+N) [1–3]. We
assume that the type-S users have strong channel correlation
and their covariance matrices are rank deficient.
ĂĂ
Base station
Type-C user 1
Type-S user 1
Type-S user N
Type-C user K
Type-C user 2
Ă
Fig. 1. Downlink transmission with the coexistence of type-C and type-S
users in a massive MIMO system.
1Assume that type-C and type-S users have been scheduled by the BS. The
specific strategy of user scheduling is beyond the scope of this paper and will
be investigated in our future work. Moreover, by using Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing technology, the wideband channel is transformed into
flat fading narrow band channels. Therefore, we focus on precoding design
for a single sub-band and the precoders could be reused in other sub-bands.
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The received signals yC,k and yS,n by the k-th type-C user
and the n-th type-S user are expressed as
yC,k = g
H
C,k (WCxC +WSxS) + nC,k, (1)
yS,n = g
H
S,n (WCxC +WSxS) + nS,n, (2)
respectively, where WC ,
[
wC,1, · · · ,wC,K
] ∈
CM×K and WS ,
[
wS,1, · · · ,wS,N
] ∈ CM×N with
wC,k ∈ CM×1 and wS,n ∈ CM×1 denoting the precoding
vectors for the k-th type-C and the n-th type-S users, respec-
tively, the vectors xC ,
[
xC,1, · · · , xC,K
]T ∈ CK×1
and xS ,
[
xS,1, · · · , xS,N
]T ∈ CN×1 are consisted of
downlink data symbols which are independent, identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) as xC,k, xS,n ∼ CN (0, 1), the vectors gC,k ∈
CM×1 and gS,n ∈ CM×1 represent the channel vectors of
the k-th type-C and the n-th type-S users, respectively, the
notations nC,k and nS,n denote the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) distributed as nC,k, nS,n ∼ CN (0, 1).
We take the k-th type-C user as an example and its received
signal yC,k is further expressed as
yC,k =g
H
C,kwC,kxC,k +
K∑
i=1,i6=k
gHC,kwC,ixC,i
+
N∑
n=1
gHC,kwS,nxS,n + nC,k,
(3)
where the first term, gHC,kwC,kxC,k, is the desired signal, the
second term,
K∑
i=1,i6=k
gHC,kwC,ixC,i, represents the interference
from the other K − 1 type-C users, and the third term,
N∑
n=1
gHC,kwS,nxS,n, is the interference caused by the type-S
users. Then, based on the assumption of block fading channel
model, the downlink ergodic achievable rate of the k-th type-C
and the n-th type-S user are respectively given as [12]
RC,k =
E

log2
1 +
|gHC,kwC,k|2
K∑
i=1
i6=k
|gHC,kwC,i|2+
N∑
n=1
|gHC,kwS,n|2+1


, (4)
RS,n =
E

log2
1 +
|gHS,nwS,n|2
N∑
i=1
i6=n
|gHS,nwS,i|2+
K∑
k=1
|gHS,nwC,k|2 +1


. (5)
B. Channel Model
Due to insufficient antenna spacing or finite local scatterers,
the user channels are usually spatially correlated. Therefore,
we consider a correlated channel model in this paper and the
channel vectors gC,k and gS,n are characterised as [3]
gC,k = Φ
1/2
C,khC,k, (6)
gS,n = Φ
1/2
S,nhS,n, (7)
respectively, where ΦC,k , E
{
gC,kg
H
C,k
}
and
ΦS,n , E
{
gS,ng
H
S,n
}
are the channel covariance matrices,
and hC,k,hS,n ∼ CN (0M×1, IM ) are uncorrelated fast-
fading channel vectors. Note that this channel model is a
general family of massive MIMO channels, which could also
represent the i.i.d. Rayleigh case (rich scattering environment)
with ΦC,k = ΦS,n = IM , for k = 1, . . . ,K, n = 1, . . . , N.
It is assumed that the BS holds the instantaneous CSI of
type-C users by measurements on mutually orthogonal uplink
pilot sequences simultaneously transmitted by all the type-C
users. We ignore the pilot contamination caused by the users
with identical pilot sequences in neighboring cells. Then, the
minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimate ĝC,k of gC,k
is obtained as [5]
ĝC,k = ΦC,k
(
1
τpu
IM +ΦC,k
)−1(
gC,k +
1√
τpu
nC,k
)
, (8)
where τ is the length of pilot sequences, the parameter pu
is the pilot transmit power and nC,k ∼ CN (0M×1, IM ) is
AWGN. Then, the covariance matrix of ĝC,k is given as
Φ̂C,k, E
{
ĝC,kĝ
H
C,k
}
= ΦC,k
(
1
τpu
IM +ΦC,k
)−1
ΦC,k. (9)
The instantaneous CSI of the k-th type-C user is expressed as
gC,k = ĝC,k + g˜C,k, (10)
where g˜C,k ∼ CN (0M×1,∆C,k) is estimation error
with ∆C,k = ΦC,k − Φ̂C,k. Moreover, the estimation er-
ror g˜C,k is uncorrelated with the estimated channel ĝC,k due
to the orthogonal properties of MMSE receiver.
C. Acquisition of Statistical CSI
We assume that the BS only holds the statistical CSI of
type-S users in this paper. The rationality of this assumption
is twofold. First, the instantaneous CSI of users is sometimes
unavailable at the BS, such as the inactive users who have not
sent uplink pilots. Secondly, the variation of statistical CSI is
roughly two orders of magnitude slower than instantaneous
CSI [14], which makes it much easier to obtain an accurate
estimation of statistical CSI, i.e., covariance matrices.
Covariance matrix estimation is an important issue in prac-
tice. Conventional methods are to average over the sam-
ple covariance matrices constructed from observations [15].
Recently, more sophisticated algorithms were proposed to
reduce the overhead of channel covariance estimation. The
authors in [31] proposed a rank-deficient oracle approximating
shrinkage estimator, which significantly reduces the demand of
independent channel samples, especially for highly correlated
channels. Besides, a two-stage estimator was also proposed
to improve the accuracy of covariance matrix estimation [32].
Moreover, the downlink channel covariance matrices in TDD
mode are able to be directly obtained via uplink training
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and channel reciprocity [2]. Another feasible method is to
average over the past channel measurements recorded by the
BS. In this way, channel covariance matrices are obtained
via the pilots already used for uplink channel estimation and
no extra overhead is needed for the estimation of channel
covariance matrices.
In this paper, we assume that the BS knows the channel
statistics of type-S users via long-term transmission. Then, the
BS schedules the type-S users with rank-deficient covariance
matrices and directly utilizes the covariance matrices to con-
duct downlink precoding. Note that, when instantaneous CSI
of type-S users is unknown to the BS, natural questions are
how to precode for type-C and type-S users, and how mutual
interference influences their achievable rate. Next, the impact
of the mutual interference will be analyzed in Section III.
III. IMPACT OF MUTUAL INTERFERENCE ON
ACHIEVABLE RATE
In this section, the SBM method is first presented as
a heuristic method without considering the mutual interfer-
ence suppression between type-C and type-S users. Then,
the closed-form expressions for the achievable rate of users
are derived and the impact of mutual interference on their
achievable rate is analyzed.
A. The Statistical Beamforming Method (SBM)
Inspired by the statistical beamforming methods proposed
in [28, 29] for a two-user transmission case, we design the
statistical beamforming vector for the n-th type-S user as
wSBMS,n =
√
pdumax (ΦS,n) , (11)
where pd is the downlink transmit power to each user. More-
over, the precoding vector for the k-th type-C user adopts the
classic MRT method2 given as
wSBMC,k =
√
pd
ĝC,k
‖ĝC,k‖ . (12)
Next, we will derive the closed-form expressions of the er-
godic achievable rate for the k-th type-C and n-th type-S users
in (4) and (5) to analyze the impact of mutual interference
between the two types of users. However, the closed-form
expressions are difficult to be obtained due to the unknown
instantaneous CSI of type-S users and the correlation between
the numerator and denominator of (4) and (5). Therefore, we
introduce the following lemma to overcome the difficulties.
Lemma 1 ([33, Lemma 1] ): When X ,
t1∑
i=1
Xi and Y ,
t2∑
j=1
Yj are both non-negative, we have
E
{
log2
(
1 +
X
Y
)}
→ log2
(
1 +
E {X}
E {Y }
)
, as t1, t2 →∞.
(13)
2 The main purpose of this section is to explore the impact of mutual
interference between type-C and type-S users. Precoding methods for type-
C users mainly affect the interference among type-C users. Thus, we only
consider the representative MRT precoding due to the space limitation.
Remark 1: The above lemma does not require the inde-
pendence between random variables X and Y . Moreover, the
authors in [33] also stated that (13) could be utilized to obtain
approximate closed-form expression of the ergodic achievable
rate in massive MIMO systems due to the large number of BS
antennas. We also verify the accuracy in the Section VI.
B. Impact Analysis of Mutual Interference on the Achievable
Rate for Type-C users
Based on (4) and Lemma 1, an approximate closed-form
expression R˜C,k of the achievable rate for the k-th type-C
user could be expressed as
R˜C,k = log2
(
1 +
SC,k
IC1,k + IC2,k + 1
)
, (14)
where SC,k, IC1,k and IC2,k are given by
SC,k , E
{∣∣gHC,kwC,k∣∣2} , (15)
IC1,k ,
K∑
i=1,i6=k
E
{|gHC,kwC,i|2} , (16)
IC2,k ,
N∑
n=1
E
{|gHC,kwS,n|2} , (17)
respectively. The symbol SC,k in (15) is the average signal
power of the k-th type-C user, IC1,k in (16) is the average
interference power from the otherK−1 type-C users and IC2,k
in (17) is the average interference power from type-S users.
Then, the approximate closed-form expression R˜C,k for
the ergodic achievable rate of the k-th type-C user with the
SBM method could be obtained as (18), shown at the top
of next page, where F (A,B) = tr (A) tr (B) + tr (AB) −
tr (D (A)D (B)) with D (A) denoting a diagonal matrix
consisting of the diagonal elements of matrix A. The proof
of (18) is given in Appendix B. It is shown from (18) that
the ergodic achievable rate of type-C users is influenced by
the spatial correlation between type-C and type-S users. Once
the two types of users have identical dominant eigenmodes,
type-C users will suffer serious interference from type-S users.
To intuitively present the received signal and interference
power, we consider a simpler case where all users have i.i.d.
Rayleigh fading channels. Then, we haveΦC,k = ΦS,n = IM ,
Φ̂C,k =
τpu
τpu+1
IM and ∆C,k =
1
τpu+1
IM for ∀k and ∀n.
Substituting these items into (18), we obtain the approximate
closed-form expression for the ergodic achievable rate under
i.i.d. Rayleigh channels as
R˜i.i.dC,k = log2
1 + τpuM + 1
(τpu + 1)
(
K − 1 +N + 1pd
)
 . (20)
It is seen from (20) that the average received signal power
of type-C users depends on the number of BS antennas,
length of pilot sequences and pilot transmit power. In i.i.d.
Rayleigh fading case, there is no spatial correlation between
the channels of type-C and type-S users. The type-S users
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R˜C,k =
log2
1+
tr
(
Φ̂C,k
)
+
tr(Φ̂C,k∆C,k)
tr(Φ̂C,k)
− F
(
Φ̂
1/2
C,k∆C,kΦ̂
1/2
C,k,Φ̂C,k
)
tr2(Φ̂C,k)
+
F(Φ̂C,k,Φ̂C,k)tr(Φ̂C,k∆C,k)
tr3(Φ̂C,k)
K∑
i=1
i6=k
(
tr(Φ̂C,iΦC,k)
tr(Φ̂C,i)
−F
(
Φ̂
1/2
C,k
ΦC,kΦ̂
1/2
C,i ,Φ̂C,i
)
tr2(Φ̂C,i)
+
F(Φ̂C,i,Φ̂C,i)tr(Φ̂C,iΦC,k)
tr3(Φ̂C,i)
)
+
N∑
n=1
uHmax (ΦS,n)ΦC,kumax (ΦS,n) +
1
pd

(18)
R˜S,n =
log2
1 +
λmax (ΦS,n)
N∑
j=1
j 6=n
uHmax (ΦS,j)ΦS,numax (ΦS,j)+
K∑
k=1
(
tr(Φ̂C,kΦS,n)
tr(Φ̂C,k)
−F
(
Φ̂
1/2
C,kΦS,nΦ̂
1/2
C,k,Φ̂C,k
)
tr2(Φ̂C,k)
+
F(Φ̂C,k,Φ̂C,k)tr(Φ̂C,kΦS,n)
tr3(Φ̂C,k)
)
+ 1pd
 (24)
cause the same degree of interference to the k-th type-C
user as the other K − 1 type-C users. However, once there
exits spatial correlation, the k-th type-C user will suffer more
interference from type-S users. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider the mutual interference suppression between type-C
and type-S users.
C. Impact Analysis of Mutual Interference on the Achievable
Rate for Type-S Users
The impact of interference from type-C users on type-S
users is analyzed in this subsection. Based on Lemma 1, an
approximate achievable rate expression R˜S,n of the n-th type-
S user is given as
R˜S,n = log2
(
1 +
SS,n
IS1,n + IS2,n + 1
)
, (21)
where SS,n, IS1,n and IS2,n are given by
SS,n , E
{∣∣gHS,nwS,n∣∣2} , (22)
IS1,n ,
N∑
j=1,j 6=n
E
{∣∣gHS,nwS,j∣∣2} , (23)
IS2,n ,
K∑
k=1
E
{∥∥gHS,nwC,k∥∥2} , (24)
respectively, where SS,n in (22) denotes the average received
signal power, the symbol IS1,n in (23) is the average inter-
ference power from the other N − 1 type-S users to the n-th
type-S user and IS2,n in (24) is the average interference power
from the K type-C users. By following a similar proof to (18),
the approximate closed-form expression R˜S,n of the ergodic
achievable rate for the n-th type-S user is given in (24), shown
at the top of this page.
When all the users have i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels, a
simplified approximate closed-form expression for the ergodic
achievable rate of the n-th type-S user could be obtained as
R˜i.i.d.S,n = log2
(
1 +
1
N − 1 +K + 1pd
)
. (26)
Combining with (24) and (26), we could conclude that the
received signal power of type-S users highly depends on their
channel statistics. When the type-S users have stronger channel
correlation, the received signal power becomes larger. On
the contrary, when the n-th type-S user has i.i.d. Rayleigh
channel, the received signal power is only proportional
to λmax (ΦS,n) = 1. Hence, the BS tends to take the users
with strong channel correlation as type-S users in practice.
Moreover, it is found from (24) that the interference among
type-S users could be eliminated by proper scheduling, such
as selecting the type-S users with non-overlapping angle-of-
arrivals (AOAs) [5]. Thus, we have
uHmax (ΦS,j)ΦS,numax (ΦS,j) = 0, ∀j 6= n. (27)
Note that, the idea of scheduling users with non-overlapping
AOAs has already been utilized in suppressing pilot con-
taminant [5] and eliminating inter-group interference in two-
stage precoding [4]. After proper user scheduling of type-S
users, the interference from type-C users becomes a main
factor limiting the achievable rate of type-S users. Besides,
the interference becomes serious with the increasing number
of type-C users. Therefore, precoding schemes to eliminate
the inter-user interference between type-S and type-C users
are urgent.
D. Mutual Interference Suppression Between Type-C and
Type-S Users
From III-B and III-C, it is seen that the type-C and type-S
users suffer mutual interference which cannot be suppressed
by the heuristic SBM method. Therefore, it is urgent to design
novel precoding methods to suppress the mutual interference.
In this subsection, we analyze the viability of mutual interfer-
ence suppression in massive MIMO systems.
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As shown in [5], the rank of covariance matrix Φ satisfies
rank(Φ) ≤ (cos (θmin)− cos (θmax))d
λ
M, asM →∞, (28)
where
[
θmin, θmax
]
denotes the AOA interval satisfy-
ing θmin ≤ θmax, the notation λ is wavelength and d is the
antenna spacing at the BS. It is indicated that the covariance
matrices of users are rank deficient, which means that the dom-
inant eigenmodes of the covariance matrices are limited. Thus,
massive MIMO systems have large null spaces which could
be exploited to simultaneously serve several type-S users with
non-overlapping AOAs and without suffering interference.
Furthermore, type-C users could avoid causing interference
to type-S users by sacrificing some channel information in the
space spanned by the dominant eigenmodes of type-S users
and bearing a little performance loss.
Therefore, massive MIMO systems have the ability to
simultaneously serve type-C and type-S users without mutual
interference. In Section IV and V, we will propose two novel
precoding methods to suppress the mutual interference.
IV. THE PROPOSED EXTENDED ZERO-FORCING
PRECODING METHOD
We assume that the BS holds the estimated instantaneous
CSI of type-C users and the statistical CSI of type-S users. To
suppress the mutual interference between type-C and type-S
users, the eZF precoding method is proposed in this section
with the purpose of minimizing the total transmit power of the
BS. The problem formulation and the precoding designs for
each type of users are given in the following subsections.
A. Problem Formulation
Due to the absence of type-S users’ instantaneous CSI,
we consider the suppression of average interference to type-
S users in this subsection. Based on the ZF criterion, the
optimization problem for the eZF method is formulated as
minimize
WC,WS
||WC||2F + ||WS||2F (29a)
subject to ĜHCWC =
√
ρIK , (29b)
WHCΦS,nWC = 0K , ∀n, (29c)
wHS,nΦS,nwS,n = ρ, ∀n, (29d)
wHS,nĜCĜ
H
CwS,n = 0, ∀n, (29e)
wHS,nΦS,iwS,n = 0, i 6= n, ∀n, (29f)
where ĜC ,
[
ĝC,1, · · · , ĝC,K
] ∈ CM×K is the
estimated channel matrix of type-C users, and the objective
function (29a) denotes the total transmit power of the BS.
The constraint (29b) implies that the interference among type-
C users is cancelled. Moreover, the received signal power of
each type-C and type-S users is set to ρ in (29b) and (29d),
respectively. The parameter ρ is to ensure the quality of
service for users when the transmit power is controlled. The
constraints (29c), (29e) and (29f) aim to eliminate the average
interference from type-C to type-S users, the interference from
type-S to type-C users and the average interference among
type-S users, respectively. Moreover, it is observed that WC
and wS,n, ∀n = 1, . . . , N, in (29) are not coupled. Therefore,
the optimal solution WeZFC and w
eZF
S,n could be obtained by
solving corresponding sub-problems of (29), which will be
given as follows.
B. Precoding Design for Type-C users
Since WC and wS,n, ∀n = 1, . . . , N, in (29) are indepen-
dent, the optimal precoding matrix WeZFC for type-C users is
designed by optimizing a sub-problem of (29) as
minimize
WC
||WC||2F (30a)
subject to ĜHCWC =
√
ρIK , (30b)
WHCΦS,nWC = 0K , ∀n. (30c)
Firstly, we define ΦS ,
N∑
n=1
ΦS,n. Since ΦS,n, ∀n is positive
semi-definite, the value of the left-hand side of (30c) must be
a non-negative vector. Therefore, when WC satisfies
WHCΦSWC = 0K , (31)
the precoding matrix WC must satisfy the constraint (30c).
Let ΦS = U1Λ1U
H
1 be the eigen-decomposition of the sym-
metric matrix ΦS, where Λ1 is a diagonal matrix composed
by eigenvalues in decreasing order and U1 is a unitary matrix.
Then, the equation (31) becomes
WHCU1Λ1U
H
1 WC =W
H
CΛ1WC = 0K , (32)
where WC , U
H
1 WC. When the rank of ΦS is denoted
as r1 , rank(ΦS), the first r1 eigenvalues in Λ1 are non-
zero. Then, the first r1 rows of WC must be a r1 ×K zero
matrix to satisfy the condition in (32), such as
WC =
[
0Tr1×K W
T
C1
]T
. (33)
Secondly, due to U1U
H
1 = IM , the constraint (30b) is
rewritten as
ĜHCU1U
H
1 WC = G
H
CWC =
√
ρIK , (34)
where GC , U
H
1 ĜC. By combining (33) with (34) and
dividing the matrix GC into two matrices as GC ,[
G
T
C1 G
T
C2
]T
with GC1 ∈ Cr1×K and GC2 ∈
C(M−r1)×K , the constraint (30b) equals to
G
H
C2WC1 =
√
ρIK . (35)
Furthermore, based on (33), the objective function in (30a) is
rewritten as
‖WC‖2F =
∥∥WC1∥∥2F . (36)
Hence, the optimization problem (30) is equivalent to
minimize
WC1
||WC1||2F (37a)
subject to G
H
C2WC1 =
√
ρIK . (37b)
Since the optimization problem (37) has a similar form to the
ZF criterion, based on the properties of generalized inverses
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in linear algebra [34], the optimal solution to (37) is
W
opt
C1 =
√
ρG
†
C2. (38)
Then, the optimal solution to (30) is
WeZFC = U1W
opt
C =
√
ρU1
[
0r1×K
GC2
†
]
. (39)
It is seen from (31) that the type-S users mainly exist in a
subspace of r1 dimensions. Due to the large scale of antenna
elements, massive MIMO systems have much larger degrees
of freedom (DoF) than r1. Intuitively, the excess DoF could be
used to suppress the interference among users [35]. Then, the
type-C users could avoid causing interference to the type-S
users at the cost of reducing array gain to M − r1. Thus,
the type-C users will suffer performance loss with respect
to the conventional transmission mode only serving type-
C users. Nevertheless, when the number of BS antennas is
large enough, r1 becomes negligible compared to M and the
performance loss of type-C users could be attenuated. This
will be verified by the simulation results in Section VI.
C. Precoding Design for type-S users
As a sub-problem of (29), the optimal precoding vec-
tor weZFS,n for the n-th type-S user is obtained by
minimize
wS,n
||wS,n||2 (40a)
subject to wHS,nΦS,nwS,n = ρ, ∀n, (40b)
wHS,nĜCĜ
H
CwS,n = 0, ∀n, (40c)
wHS,nΦS,iwS,n = 0, i 6= n, ∀n. (40d)
Since ĜHC ĜC and ΦS,i, i 6= n, are both positive semi-definite,
the constraints (40c) and (40d) equal to
wHS,n
(
ĜCĜ
H
C +
N∑
i=1,i6=n
ΦS,i
)
wS,n = 0. (41)
Due to the similarity between (41) and (30c), we define Qn ,
ĜCĜ
H
C +
N∑
i=1,i6=n
ΦS,i. The rank of Qn is denoted as r2 and
its eigen-decomposition is given as Qn = U2Λ2U
H
2 . Then,
following the procedures from (31) to (33), we have
wS,n = U
H
2 wS,n =
[
0Tr2×1 w
T
S1,n
]T
. (42)
Set ΦS,n , U
H
2 ΦS,nU2 and rewrite it as
ΦS,n ,
[
ΦS1,n C1
C2 ΦS2,n
]
with ΦS1,n ∈ Cr2×r2
and ΦS2,n ∈ C(M−r2)×(M−r2). The constraint (40b) is
equivalent to
wHS1,nΦS2,nwS1,n = ρ. (43)
Since the objective function in (40a) is equivalent to
‖wS,n‖2 = ‖wS1,n‖2, the optimization problem (40) is
transformed to
minimize
wS1,n
‖wS1,n‖2 (44a)
subject to wHS1,nΦS2,nwS1,n = ρ, ∀n. (44b)
The eigen-decomposition of ΦS2,n is ΦS2,n = USΛSU
H
S .
Let vector uSi, ∀i = 1, · · · ,M, denote the i-th column of US
and λSi, ∀i = 1, · · · ,M, denote the corresponding eigenvalue.
Then, since the design of wS1,n is based on ΦS2,n, the
vector wS1,n is a linear combination of the column vectors
of US, i.e., wS1,n = ω1uS1 + ω2uS2 + · · ·+ ωMuSM . Thus,
the optimization problem (44) becomes
minimize
ωi
M∑
i=1
|ωi|2 (45a)
subject to
M∑
i=1
|ωi|2λSi = ρ, ∀i. (45b)
When the eigenvalues λSi, ∀i = 1, · · · ,M, are sorted in
decreasing order, the optimal solution to the problem (45)
is ω1 =
√
ρ
λS1
, ω2 = · · · = ωM = 0. Thus, the opti-
mal wS1,n is
w
opt
S1,n =
√
ρ
λS1
uS1 =
√
ρ
λmax
(
ΦS2,n
)umax(ΦS2,n). (46)
Finally, the proposed eZF precoding vector for the n-th type-S
user is designed as
weZFS,n = U2w
opt
S,n
=
√
ρ
λmax
(
ΦS2,n
)U2 [ 0r2×1
umax
(
ΦS2,n
) ] . (47)
As shown in (43), the n-th type-S user has to sacrifice
part of useful channel statistical information to avoid causing
interference to other users, which leads to a degradation of
type-S users’ average received signal power.
V. THE PROPOSED EXTENDED MAXIMUM RATIO
TRANSMISSION PRECODING METHOD
Different from the eZF method, the eMRT method is pro-
posed in this section, which aims at maximizing the received
signal power of each user as well as eliminating the mutual
interference between the type-C and type-S users. The problem
formulation of the eMRT method and precoding matrix design
are presented in the following subsections.
A. Problem Formulation
By considering the mutual interference suppression be-
tween type-S and type-C users, the proposed eMRT precoding
method is formulated as
maximize
WC,wS,n
||ĜHCWC||2F +
N∑
n=1
wHS,nΦS,nwS,n (48a)
subject to ||wC,k||2 = pd, ∀k, (48b)
||wS,n||2 = pd, ∀n, (48c)
WHCΦS,nWC = 0K , ∀n, (48d)
wHS,nĜ
H
C ĜCwS,n = 0, ∀n. (48e)
The average received signal power of type-S users is consid-
ered in the objective function (48a) since the instantaneous CSI
of type-S users is unknown to the BS. The constraints (48b)
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE PRECODING VECTORS/MATRCIES FOR TYPE-C AND TYPE-S USERS
Type-C users Type-S users
SBM wSBMC,k =
√
pd
ĝC,k
‖ĝC,k‖ (12) w
SBM
S,n =
√
pdumax (ΦS,n) (11)
eZF WeZFC =
√
ρU1
[
0r1×K
GC2
†
]
(39) weZFS,n =
√
ρ
λmax
(
ΦS2,n
)U2 [ 0r2×1
umax
(
ΦS2,n
) ] (47)
eMRT weMRTC,k =
√
pd
||gC2,k||U1
[
0r1×1
gC2,k
]
(52) weMRTS,n =
√
pdU3
[
0K×1
umax
(
ΦS2,n
) ]
(57 )
and (48c) indicate that the transmit power from the BS to each
type-C and type-S users are set to pd. The constraint (48d)
is to eliminate the average interference power from type-C
users to type-S users. The constraint (48e) is to eliminate
the interference power from type-S users to type-C users.
Since wS,n, ∀n = 1, . . . , N, andWC in (48) are not coupled,
they could be solved separately in the following subsections.
B. Precoding Design for Type-C users
The sub-problem of (48) to obtain the optimal precoding
matrix WeMRTC for type-C users is
maximize
WC
||ĜHCWC||2F (49a)
subject to ||wC,k||2 = pd, ∀k, (49b)
WHCΦS,nWC = 0K , ∀n. (49c)
Following a similar derivation of the constraint (30c), the
problem (49) is converted to
maximize
WC1
||GHC2WC1||2F (50a)
subject to ‖wC1,k‖2 = pd, ∀k, (50b)
where wC1,k is the k-th column ofWC1. Since the optimiza-
tion problem (50) has a similar form to the MRT criterion, its
optimal solution is
w
opt
C1,k =
√
pd
gC2,k
||gC2,k||
, (51)
where gC2,k is the k-th column of GC2 given after (34).
Due to WC = U
H
1 WC =
[
0Tr1×K W
T
C1
]T
, the optimal
eMRT precoding vector for the k-th type-C user is given as3
weMRTC,k = U1wC1,k =
√
pd
||gC2,k||
U1
[
0r1×1
gC2,k
]
. (52)
Note that the type-C users sacrifice some channel information
and suffer performance loss to avoid causing interference to
type-S users. Fortunately, we will find that the performance
loss of type-C users decreases with the increasing number of
BS antennas in Section VI.
C. Precoding Design for Type-S Users
Based on problem (48), the optimal precoding vector for
the n-th type-S user is obtained by
maximize
wS,n
wHS,nΦS,nwS,n (53a)
subject to ||wS,n||2 = pd, ∀n, (53b)
wHS,nĜCĜ
H
CwS,n = 0, ∀n. (53c)
Since the constraint (53c) has a similar form to (41), we
could obtain
wS,n = U
H
3 wS,n =
[
0TK×1 w
T
S2,n
]T
(54)
by setting P , ĜHC ĜC, where K is the rank of P. The
matrix U3 is obtained by the eigen-decomposition of P,
i.e., P = U3Λ3U
H
3 .
Let ΦS,n , U3ΦS,nU
H
3 and rewrite it as ΦS,n ,[
ΦS1,n E1
E2 ΦS2,n
]
with ΦS1,n ∈ CK×K and ΦS2,n ∈
C(M−K)×(M−K). Then, the objective function (53a) becomes
wHS,nΦS,nwS,n = w
H
S2,nΦS2,nwS2,n. (55)
Due to ||wS2,n||2 = ||wS,n||2, an equivalent problem of (53) is
maximize
wS2,n
wHS2,nΦS2,nwS2,n (56a)
subject to ‖wS2,n‖ = pd, ∀n. (56b)
Then, the optimal solution to (56) is w
opt
S2,n =√
pdumax
(
ΦS2,n
)
. The optimal eMRT precoding vector for
the n-th type-S user is
weMRTS,n = U3wS,n =
√
pdU3
[
0K×1
umax
(
ΦS2,n
) ]
. (57)
In summary, Table I presents the closed-form expressions
of different precoding vectors/matrices for type-C and type-S
3 The matrix ΦS,n in (30) and (49) might be full rank in practice. Then, we
have r1 = M and cannot obtain a non-zero solution for W
eZF
C
/WeMRT
C
.
To overcome this problem, low rank approximation for matrices could be
used to obtain an optimal rank-Dn approximation of ΦS,n [36]. Thus, the
interference from type-C users to type-S users existing in the subspace of
Dn-dimension is removed. Note that Dn is adjustable to realistic scenarios
and requirements, which could be determined by measurements and tests.
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users. The performances of these methods will be shown in
the simulations.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performances of the proposed SBM,
eZF and eMRT methods are evaluated. We consider a massive
MIMO system with single cell, in which the BS is equipped
with M antennas serving K type-C users and N type-S users
simultaneously. Moreover, we consider a physical channel
model with a fixed number of dimensions L as in [3, 5, 40].
For a uniform linear array, the covariance matricesΦ are given
as Φ = AAH where A ,
[
a(θ1), · · · , a(θL)
]∈ CM×L
is composed of steering vectors given as
a(θl) ,
1√
L
[
1, e−j2pi
d
λcos(θl), · · · , e−j2pi (M−1)dλ cos(θl)
]T
, (58)
where antenna spacing d at the BS is assumed to satisfy d = λ2
(λ denotes wavelength), the parameter θl is the random AOA
corresponding to the l-th direction, which is assumed to be
uniformly distributed over
[
θ − θ∆/2, θ+ θ∆/2
]
where θ ∈
[0, pi] is the mean AOA of the L directions and θ∆ is the angle
spread. We set L = 20 and θ∆ = 10
◦ for all the simulations.
Furthermore, the instantaneous CSI of type-C users is
obtained by uplink mutually orthogonal pilot sequences and
we assume the pilot symbols and data are modulated with
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) whose
parameters are identical to Long Term Evolution standard: a
symbol interval of Ts = 71.4 ms, a subcarrier spacing of∆f =
15 kHz, a useful symbol duration of Tu = 1/∆f = 66.7
ms and a guard interval of Tg = Ts − Tu = 4.7 ms. When
the channel coherence time is chosen to Tc = 500 µs, there
are Tc/Ts ≈ 7 OFDM symbols in a coherence interval. The
channel response is constant over Tu/Tg = 14 consecutive
sub-carriers. Thus, when Tpilot OFDM symbols are utilized
for uplink pilot transmission, the maximal length of pilot
sequences is τ = 14Tpilot and the BS could learn the
instantaneous channels for 14Tpilot users at most [1, 2].
We first take the downlink average achievable rate of the
type-C and type-S users as a metric to illustrate the influence
of introducing type-S users, which are given as R
prop
C
∆
=
1
K
K∑
k=1
RC,k and R
prop
S
∆
= 1N
N∑
n=1
RS,n, respectively. Firstly,
Fig. 2(a) depicts the average achievable rate with the heuristic
SBM method. It is shown that the approximate closed-form
expressions derived in Section III.B and Section III.C are
tight when compared to the Monte Carlo results. Fig. 2(a)
also verifies that the expression given in Lemma 1 holds for
finite numbers of BS antennas. Moreover, it is seen from
Fig. 2(a) that the type-S users with i.i.d. Rayleigh channel
achieve extremely poor performance. Hence, the BS prefers
to schedule the type-S users with strong channel correlation
in practice.
To evaluate the capability of the proposed eZF and eMRT
methods on mutual interference suppression, the average
achievable rates for each type of users are also shown in
Fig. 2(b). Compared to the performance of the SBM method,
it is obvious that the achievable rates of users are significantly
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(a) Performances comparison of the closed-form and Monte Carlo results
with the SBM method.
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Fig. 2. Average achievable rate for type-C and type-S users with M = 100,
K = 5, N = 1, pu=10 dB, Tpilot = 1 OFDM symbol for uplink pilot
transmission and MMSE receiver for type-C users.
improved with the eZF and eMRT methods. Moreover, the
performances of the systems with the conventional MRT and
ZF methods servingK+N users are also depicted in red lines.
In this case, the BS knows all the estimated instantaneous
CSI of users and the average achievable rate of users is given
as R
conv ∆
= 1K+N
K+N∑
i=1
Ri. Since the type-C users have to
sacrifice some instantaneous CSI to avoid causing interference
to the type-S user, the average rate of the type-C users with
the proposed precoding methods decreases slightly compared
to the conventional methods. Note that the eZF and eMRT
methods achieve identical performances for the type-S user
when only one type-S user is considered.
Fig. 3 shows the performances of the eZF and eMRT
methods with K = 5 and N = 5. In this simulation,
the mean AOAs of the N type-S users are assumed to
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Fig. 3. Average achievable rate for type-C and type-S users with M = 200,
K = 5, N = 5, pu=10 dB, Tpilot = 1 OFDM symbol for uplink pilot
transmission and MMSE receiver for type-C users.
be ς + 2piN n, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, where ς ∈ [0, pi] denotes
the mean AOA of the first type-S user. Thus, the type-S
users have non-overlapping AOAs when the angle spread θ∆
is 10◦. Besides, the type-C users are randomly distributed in
the cell. It is seen from Fig. 3 that the eZF method outperforms
the eMRT method. From transmit power perspective, the
type-C users with the eMRT method achieve the average
rate of 5.5 bits/sec/Hz at 13.0 dB, while the eZF method
only needs 2.0 dB. This implies that the eZF method saves
transmit power which is consistent with the purpose of the
eZF method, i.e., minimizing the transmit power. Moreover,
when the eZF method is adopted, the type-S users are able
to obtain comparable average achievable rate with that of
type-C users. When the eMRT method is adopted, the type-
S users even achieve better performance than type-C users.
Therefore, precoding for type-S users with only statistical CSI
is a promising scheme in massive MIMO systems.
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Fig. 4. Average achievable rate of type-C users versus numbers of type-S
users with K = 5, M = 200, pu=10 dB, Tpilot = 1 OFDM symbol for
uplink pilot transmission and MMSE receiver for type-C users.
However, due to the absence of type-S users’ instantaneous
CSI, the type-C users have to sacrifice useful channel infor-
mation to eliminate the mutual interference between the type-
C and type-S users. To illustrate the impact of numbers of
type-S users on the achievable rate of type-C users, Fig. 4 is
provided. It is shown that the type-C users suffer more serious
performance loss with the increasing number of type-S users.
Nevertheless, Fig. 5 illustrates that the performance loss of the
type-C users will decrease with the increasing number of BS
antennas.
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Fig. 5. Average achievable rate for type-C users with K = 5, N = 5, pu=10
dB, pd=10 dB, Tpilot = 1 OFDM symbol for uplink pilot transmission and
MMSE receiver for type-C users.
In Fig. 5, the average achievable rate of type-C users is
compared in two transmission modes. One mode is a massive
MIMO system employing the conventional ZF and MRT meth-
ods and only serving 5 type-C users. The other is a massive
MIMO system where the BS adopts the proposed precoding
methods simultaneously serving 5 type-C users and 5 type-S
users. The existence of the 5 type-S users causes performance
loss to the type-C users when compared to the conventional
transmission mode. However, the simulation result shows that
the performance gap decreases with the increasing number
of BS antennas. Therefore, when the number of BS antennas
is large enough, serving type-S users will not influence the
performance of type-C users in massive MIMO systems.
When pilot sequences are scarce in the systems and the
length of pilot sequences is limited to I , the BS could only
schedule and serve I type-C users with conventional precoding
methods. However, the BS is able to simultaneously serve I
type-C users and N type-S users with the proposed methods,
since the precoding design for the type-S users is only based
on their statistical CSI and pilot-based channel estimation is
avoided. Thus, the sum rates of the systems employing the
proposed eZF/eMRT methods and the conventional ZF/MRT
methods are given as
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Fig. 6. Sum rate comparison of the systems with limited pilot sequences
whenM = 200, I = K = 5, N = 5, pu=10 dB, Tpilot = 1 OFDM symbol
for uplink pilot transmission and MMSE receiver for type-C users.
Rpropsum =
I∑
k=1
RC,k +
N∑
n=1
RS,n, (59)
Rconvsum =
I∑
i=1
Ri, (60)
respectively. Fig. 6 explores the system sum rate comparison
with I = K = 5. It is observed that even if the existence
of type-S users leads to performance loss of type-C users, the
system sum rate is significantly improved by 55.4% and 61.7%
at 25 dB compared to the systems employing the conventional
ZF and MRT methods, respectively. Moreover, Fig. 7 is
provided to explore how many BS antennas are needed for the
proposed transmission mode to outperform the conventional
one. It is illustrated that the proposed transmission mode
achieves higher system sum rate than the conventional MRT
when the number of BS antennas is only larger than about 50.
Besides, it outperforms the conventional ZF when the BS is
only equipped with 79 antennas for the eZF precoding and 140
antennas for the eMRT precoding. Moreover, the advantage of
the proposed transmission mode becomes obvious with large
scale of BS antennas.
Moreover, pilot overhead4 is also taken into account to
evaluate the sum spectral efficiency (SE) of the systems em-
ploying the proposed eZF/eMRT methods and the conventional
ZF/MRT methods. The sum SE is given as [1]
RpropSE =
Tslot − Toverhead1
Tslot
(
K∑
k=1
RC,k +
N∑
n=1
RS,n
)
, (61)
RconvSE =
Tslot − Toverhead2
Tslot
K+N∑
i=1
Ri, (62)
respectively, where Tslot is the slot length, Toverhead1
and Toverhead2 denote channel estimation and additional over-
4Since statistical CSI is rather static and could be obtained by averaging
over the past channel measurements. Therefore, we ignore the overhead for
statistical CSI acquisition.
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head5, and Tslot−ToverheadTslot is the channel estimation efficiency,
i.e., the ratio of time used for downlink data transmission to the
total slot length. Note that Toverhead2 is used for the channel
estimation of K + N users while Toverhead1 is only used
for K type-C users. In Fig. 8, we compare the sum spectral
efficiency RpropSE and R
conv
SE . To save the pilot overhead, the
systems utilizing the proposed precoding methods tend to
schedule K = 14 users as type-C users and adopt Tpilot = 1
OFDM symbol for uplink pilot transmission. Fig. 8 shows
that the systems with the proposed precoding methods use
less pilot overhead and achieve higher sum SE. Therefore,
the proposed precoding methods are also good choices to
save pilot overhead and improve spectral efficiency when the
5The additional overhead usually takes one OFDM symbol, including the
overhead for uplink data transmission etc. Therefore, when there are Tpilot
OFDM symbols used for pilot transmission, the channel estimation efficiency
is
Tslot−Toverhead
Tslot
=
6−Tpilot
7
.
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number of active users is large.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the scenario where a BS simultaneously serves
type-C and type-S users was considered. The heuristic SBM
method was first presented and we analytically demonstrated
the impact of the mutual interference between type-C and type-
S users on their achievable rate. Then, the eZF and eMRT
precoding methods were developed to remove the mutual
interference. When the proposed precoding methods are em-
ployed, the type-S users are able to obtain comparable average
achievable rate with that of type-C users. Moreover, the sum
rate and sum SE of the systems are significantly enhanced with
respect to the systems with conventional precoding methods.
Furthermore, thanks to the utilization of statistical CSI, pilot-
based channel estimation for type-S users is avoided. Then,
transmission delay is reduced and the BS is able to serve more
active users with fixed pilot sequences. Therefore, the new
transmission mode with only imperfect instantaneous CSI of
type-C users and statistical CSI of type-S users is feasible and
suitable for prompt data transmission with the users without
instantaneous CSI.
APPENDIX A
USEFUL LEMMAS AND PROOFS
Lemma 2 ([41]): Given any random variables V1 and V2,
the approximation for the mean of a ratio V1V2 is given as
E
{
V1
V2
}
≈ E {V1}
E {V2}−
Cov (V1, V2)
E2 {V2} +
Var (V2) E {V1}
E3 {V2} . (A.1)
Lemma 3 ([42, Lemma 5]): Let X = Ψ1/2HΣ1/2 ∼
CN {0M×N ,ΨM×M ,ΣN×N}, where the elements of H are
i.i.d. Then, for A ∈ CM×M ≥ 0 and B ∈ CN×N ≥ 0,
the kth-order cumulant of tr
(
AXBXH
)
is
Cumk
{
tr
(
AXBXH
)}
= (k − 1)!tr
{
(AΨ)
k
}
tr
{
(ΣB)
k
}
.
(A.2)
Lemma 4: Let Z , hhH with h ∼ CN (0M×1, IM ).
For any matrices A ∈ CM×M and B ∈ CM×M , we have
F (A,B) , E {tr (ZA) tr (ZB)}
= tr (A) tr (B) + tr (AB)− tr (D (A)D (B)) , (A.3)
where D (A) denotes a diagonal matrix consisting of the
diagonal elements of matrix A.
Proof 1: Using the definition of trace operation, we have
E {tr (ZA) tr (ZB)}
= E

 M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
Zi,jAj,i
( M∑
m=1
M∑
n=1
Zm,nBn,m
)
=
M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
M∑
m=1
M∑
n=1
E {Zi,jZm,nAj,iBn,m}
(a)
=
M∑
i=1
M∑
m=1
Ai,iBm,m +
M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1,j 6=i
Ai,jBj,i
= tr (A) tr (B) + tr (AB)− tr (D (A)D (B)) ,
(A.4)
where (a) is obtained by Zi,j = hih
H
j and D (A) denotes a
diagonal matrix consisting of the diagonal elements of A.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF EQUATION (18)
The proof is obtained by acquiring the three closed-form
expressions of (15)–(17) as follows.
1) Firstly, by taking (10) and (12) into (15), the average
signal power SC,k is given as
SC,k = pdE

∣∣∣∣∣gHC,kĝC,k‖ĝC,k‖
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 =pdE

∣∣∣∣∣‖ĝC,k‖+g˜HC,kĝC,k‖ĝC,k‖
∣∣∣∣∣
2

(a)
= pdE
{
‖ĝC,k‖2
}
+ pdE

∣∣∣g˜HC,kĝC,k∣∣∣2
‖ĝC,k‖2
 , (B.1)
where (a) is due to the independence of ĝC,k and g˜
H
C,k.
Set V3 , |g˜C,kĝC,k|2 and V4 , ‖ĝC,k‖2. Based on Lemma 2,
the second item in (B.1) is further derived as
E

∣∣∣g˜HC,kĝC,k∣∣∣2
‖ĝC,k‖2
 = E
{
V3
V4
}
≈ E {V3}
E {V4} −
Cov (V3, V4)
E2 {V4} +
Var (V4) E {V3}
E3 {V4} . (B.2)
Since g˜HC,k and ĝC,k are statistically independent, E {V3}
and E {V4} are given as
E {V3} = tr
(
∆C,kΦ̂C,k
)
, (B.3)
E {V4} = tr
(
Φ̂C,k
)
, (B.4)
respectively. Moreover, we have
E {V3V4} = Eg˜C,k,ĝC,k
{∣∣g˜HC,kĝC,k∣∣2 ‖ĝC,k‖2}
= Eg˜C,k,ĝC,k
{
g˜HC,kĝC,kĝ
H
C,kg˜C,kĝ
H
C,kĝC,k
}
(a)
= Eg˜C,k,ĝC,k
{
g˜HC,kM1g˜C,kM2
}
= Eg˜C,k
{
tr
{
M1g˜C,kM2g˜
H
C,k
}}
(b)
= EM1,M2 {tr (M1∆C,k) tr (M2)} , (B.5)
where (a) is obtained by setting M1 , ĝC,kĝ
H
C,k and M2 ,
ĝHC,kĝC,k and (b) follows from Lemma 3 with k = 1, Ψ =
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∆C,k andΣ = 1. SubstitutingM1,M2 and ĝC,k = Φ̂
1/2
C,kĥC,k
with ĥC,k ∼ CN (01×M , IM ) into (B.5), we have
E {V3V4}
= E
{
tr
(
ĥC,kĥ
H
C,kΦ̂
1/2
C,k∆C,kΦ̂
1/2
C,k
)
tr
(
ĥC,kĥ
H
C,kΦ̂C,k
)}
(a)
= F
(
Φ̂
1/2
C,k∆C,kΦ̂
1/2
C,k, Φ̂C,k
)
, (B.6)
where (a) results from Lemma 4.
Furthermore, Var (V4) in (B.2) could be further written as
Var (V4) = E
{
V 24
}− E2 {V4}
= E
{
‖ĝC,k‖4
}
− tr2
(
Φ̂C,k
)
.
(B.7)
The first item E
{
‖ĝC,k‖4
}
is given as
E
{
‖ĝC,k‖4
}
= E
{
ĝHC,kĝC,kĝ
H
C,kĝC,k
}
= E
{
ĥHC,kΦ̂C,kĥC,kĥ
H
C,kΦ̂C,kĥC,k
}
= E
{
tr
(
ĥHC,kΦ̂C,kĥC,k
)
tr
(
ĥHC,kΦ̂C,kĥC,k
)}
= E
{
tr
(
ĥC,kĥ
H
C,kΦ̂C,k
)
tr
(
ĥC,kĥ
H
C,kΦ̂C,k
)}
(a)
= F
(
Φ̂C,k, Φ̂C,k
)
,
(B.8)
where (a) follows from Lemma 4. Thus, combining (B.2)–
(B.8) with (B.1), we obtain the average signal power SC,k as
SC,k = pd
(
tr
(
Φ̂C,k
)
+
tr
(
Φ̂C,k∆C,k
)
tr
(
Φ̂C,k
)
−
F
(
Φ̂
1/2
C,k∆C,kΦ̂
1/2
C,k, Φ̂C,k
)
− tr
(
Φ̂C,k∆C,k
)
tr
(
Φ̂C,k
)
tr2
(
Φ̂C,k
)
+
[
F
(
Φ̂C,k, Φ̂C,k
)
− tr2
(
Φ̂C,k
)]
tr
(
Φ̂C,k∆C,k
)
tr3
(
Φ̂C,k
) )
= pd
(
tr
(
Φ̂C,k
)
+
tr
(̂
ΦC,k∆C,k
)
tr
(
Φ̂C,k
) −F
(̂
Φ
1/2
C,k∆C,kΦ̂
1/2
C,k, Φ̂C,k
)
tr2
(
Φ̂C,k
)
+
F
(
Φ̂C,k, Φ̂C,k
)
tr
(
Φ̂C,k∆C,k
)
tr3
(
Φ̂C,k
) ).
(B.9)
2) By substituting (12) into (16), the average interference
power IC1,k is obtained as
IC1,k = pd
K∑
i=1,i6=k
E

∣∣∣gHC,kĝC,i∣∣∣2
‖ĝC,i‖2
 . (B.10)
With a similar derivation of (B.2), IC1,k is given as
IC1,k = pd
K∑
i=1,i6=k
(
tr
(
Φ̂C,iΦC,k
)
tr
(
Φ̂C,i
)
−
F
(
Φ̂
1/2
C,kΦC,kΦ̂
1/2
C,i , Φ̂C,i
)
tr2
(
Φ̂C,i
) +F
(
Φ̂C,i, Φ̂C,i
)
tr
(
Φ̂C,iΦC,k
)
tr3
(
Φ̂C,i
) ).
(B.11)
3) Substituting (11) into (17), we obtain the interference
power IC2,k as
IC2,k = pd
N∑
n=1
uHmax (ΦS,n) E
{
gC,kg
H
C,k
}
umax (ΦS,n)
= pd
N∑
n=1
uHmax (ΦS,n)ΦC,kumax (ΦS,n) .
(B.12)
Combining (B.9)–(B.12) with (B.1), we complete the proof.
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